Emory 5, Swarthmore College 0

Singles
1. #3 Michael Goodwin (EMORY) vs. Jon Reiss (SWAT) 6-4, 1-3, unfinished
2. #6 Yoji Masuoka (EMORY) vs. Jon Lo (SWAT) 6-3, 2-1, unfinished
3. Oliver Lopp (EMORY) def. Brian Nalitt (SWAT) 6-2, 6-2
4. Hardy Ehlers (EMORY) def. Willy Nolan (SWAT) 6-0, 6-2
5. Michael Kaufman (EMORY) vs. Kevin Shaughnessy (SWAT) 6-1, 4-3, unfinished
6. Chris Jordan (EMORY) vs. J.J. England (SWAT) 6-3, 3-1, unfinished

Doubles
1. #3 Michael Goodwin/Yoji Masuoka (EMORY) def. Jon Reiss/Jon Lo (SWAT) 8-3
2. Michael Kaufman/Oliver Lopp (EMORY) def. Brian Nalitt/Kevin Shaughnessy (SWAT) 8-2
3. Chris Jordan/Hardy Ehlers (EMORY) def. Willy Nolan/Marc Greenburg (SWAT) 8-3